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Learn the Advanced Excel features and skills that are not taught in classes.Advanced Excel
tricks, XLOOKUP, SUMPRODUCT, Power Query, Power Pivot and muchmore. This book is
perfect for anyone who uses Excel regularly and wants to take thestep to the next level. If you are
a Beginner to Intermediate level Excel user, this book is amust-have. You will learn the advanced
Excel features and techniques that othersdo not know. In this book, you will learn: - Tricks and
innovative ways to boost your productivity in Excel.- The best functions in Excel including
XLOOKUP, FILTER, SORTBY, SWITCH and morewith 'real world' examples.- Advanced
formatting techniques to take your formatting to another level.- Create dynamic, interactive, and
effective charts.- Power Query - possibly the greatest and most-important upgrade in the
historyof Excel.- Power Pivot - no more lookups. Learn to model your data, handle large
volumeswith ease and perform powerful DAX calculations. Downloadable Excel files are
available to follow along and practise with allexamples. This book it a must-have to stay ahead
of the crowd and be a success in theworkplace. Take advantage of the power in modern excel.

From the Back CoverExplore advanced skills in Excel and gain an amazing array of tricks and
tools to increase your productivity. This book discusses new techniques such as power
functions, chart tricks, and many more to master Excel.Advanced Excel Success starts with a
few useful data tools in Excel followed by advanced formulas that will help you increase
productivity. Here, you will learn power functions that aggregate, return ranges, and much more.
Further, you will look at custom formatting tricks along with advanced charting tricks. These
include automatically changing the color of key metrics, dynamically sorting chart data, and
building creative labels.Next, you will understand the role of Power Query which is one of the
most important upgrades in Excel. Power Query is the Microsoft Data Connectivity and Data
Preparation technology that enables business users to seamlessly access data stored in
hundreds of data sources and reshape it to fit their needs, with an easy–to-use, engaging, and
no-code user experience. Finally, you will learn Power Pivot which is a distinct feature in Excel
that goes beyond spreadsheets. After reading this book, you will be well equipped to work on
Excel with its advanced features. You will:Work with the most useful data tools Understand
formulas and the ten power functionsUse advanced chart and formatting tricks and techniques
for dynamic and effective visualsWork with power tools--This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the AuthorAlan is a Microsoft MVP, Excel trainer, YouTuber, and freelance writer.
He has been helping people in Excel for over 20 years. He loves training and the joy he gets
from knowing he is making people's working lives easier.Alan runs his own blog - Computergaga
- and writes for multiple other websites. His YouTube channel has over 540 videos and over 30
million views. He organizes a monthly Excel meetup in London where the Excel community



learns, shares, and enjoys each other's company.
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Gudlaug Erna Karlsdottir, “Great purchase. I have had the pleasure of attending some of Alans
courses. I could instantly recognize that Alan is a great teacher and as soon as I knew he had
published a book I purchased one. Needless to say I was not disappointed. This book is a great
reference book to have on your desk at work. It has transformed some of my Excel work routines
as I have started to use the formulas and tricks I have learned from this book. Alans’s ability to
present the material in clear and easy to follow manner is great and I will for sure purchase other
Excel books he will publish in the future.”

Dave, “Excellent resource to improve your Excel skills. I really like Alan's Computergaga
YouTube channel and so decided to buy Advanced Excel Success.It's an excellent book and
goes into the right amount of detail. The concepts are explained very clearly and the exercise
files really help to reinforce the learning.The thing I like most about the book is that a lot of the
concepts are bite-sized and you can pick it up and learn something really powerful in 5-10
minutes.I would highly recommend this book to anyone looking to develop their advanced Excel
skills.”

Donald Kalley, “Really helpful. Great content but unfortunately I was unable to download the
example files. I bought the Kindle version.”

The book by Alan Murray has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 11 people have provided feedback.
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